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Andrew McGregor, BBC Radio3   
Record Review 

“The Marian Consort is celebrating its tenth anniversary with a new recording that’s also really effectively put together; combining two    

pillars of Renaissance poliphony - Palestrina plus Allegri’s Miserere, alongside 21st century settings of the same text, by James Macmillan 

and Gabriel Jackson, who wrote his Stabat Mater for The Marian Consort’s anniversary. It’s a startlingly effective way to open the     

recording with Jackson’s powerful harmonies, poignant slides, and the keening sounds of the women’s voices, emphasizing the pain and 

suffering of Mary at the foot of the cross.” 

Choir and Organ  “The Marian Consort is an exceptional group. Here you can savour beautiful vocal lines that are given wonderfully controlled,           

electrifying performances.” 

Gramophone 

 

“The opening chords of Gabriel Jackson’s Stabat mater, (…), make for an arresting opening to The Marian Consort’s ‘In Sorrow’s          

Footsteps’. Commissioned by the ensemble and recorded here for the first time, this 20-minute setting is a major new work from Jackson 

and an unsettlingly powerful one. 

... The listener is tugged between peremptory collective utterances that brush tragedy aside with brisk violence, and keening strands of    

individual lyricism (beautifully shaped by the consort’s sopranos) that wind themselves like a silk shroud around this beautiful hymn. (…)      

Carefully paced and shaped by the group’s director Rory McCleery, this feels like a modern classic in the making, sensitive and        

endlessly responsive to the text.” 

BBC Music Magazine “The call-and-response exchanges between male and female voices at the heart of MacMillan’s [Miserere] setting—deliberately echoing  

Allegri—are movingly shaped by The Marian Consort’s director Rory McCleery, and the coda flares splendidly before its hushed            

conclusion.” 

John Quinn, Music Web International “I’ve heard and enjoyed several of the Marian Consort’s previous releases but I’m inclined to think that this outstanding disc is the best 

thing they’ve yet done. As such, it’s a splendid celebration of ten years of music-making. Just as importantly, it launches their second  

decade with panache.” 

The Scotsman “Tradition rears its head in many forms in this exquisite a cappella recording by the compact but wholesomely radiant Marian          

Consort...there is an alluring, sometimes intoxicating equilibrium about this disc... The British sacred choral tradition at its best.” 

  


